
nicker@msn.com
From: "PHILLIP BARR" <pharb2@msn.com>
>To: "Brian Smith" <BWS 1 @nrc.gov>,"David McIntyre" <DTM@nrc.gov>,"Kenneth Clark"
<KMC2@nrc.gov>,"Lisa Clark" <LBC@nrc.gov>,"Roger Hannah" <RDH1 @nrc.gov>,"Sue
Gagner" <SFG@nrc.gov>,"Timothy Johnson" <TCJ@nrc.gov>,<SECY@nrc.gov>,"James Park"
<JRP @nrc.gov>
>CC: "Ned" <ned.farquhar@state.nm.us>,"Tannis Fox"
<tannisfox @nmenv.state.nm.us>,"nmlady2000" <nmlady2000 @hotmail.com>,"Wenonah
Hauter"
<whauter@citizen.org>,<pcasaus @abqtrib.com>,<bneary@ sfnewmexican.com>,<miguel.garcia
@nmlegis.gov>
>Subject: Louisiana Energy services and the "nrc"
>Date: Mon, 18 Jul 2005 18:47:28 -0600

>1 would like to request the NRC and the State of New Mexico do the following:

> 1. Send to every household in lea County: a complete list of air emissions from the proposed
Les enrichment plant.

> With the air emissions- a description of how carcinogenic the emissions are.

>2. : The plume chart showing the pollutants can come over Hobbs

>3. : A complete description of what is in each nuclear waste container and how carcinogenic
this material is. Complete account of how exactly how long the nuclear waste material will be in
this county.Also how many containers are to be stored here. If the DOE takes control of the
waste where in New Mexico would it be disposed at, or will it stay right here in Lea County?

>4.: Make the emergency plan for Les public knowledge.

>5.: Inform the public that in case of damage to their property by accidents or Fire at the les
plant, most homeowners insurance will not pay for nuclear damage.

>I would have requested this before, but I didn't have all these addresses.
>This is just to show a record that a citizen requested this information be given to the public here
in Lea County.
>This could be done by mail probably with 2-5 pages. This subject is such that people need need
this information in print.

>Thanks again
>Phillip Barr
>Lea County
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To whom it may concern: I wish to join Mr. Barr in asking the
questions in his request, which is at the bottom of this email. I would
like further information on item #4. In case of Emergency: (a) How will
the public be informed? (b) Where are they expected to evacuate to? (c)
How are they expected to get there, if the roads are blocked with
emergency personnel rushing toward the plant? (d) What would be
considered an emergency that would require evacuation? (e) How large
is the evacuation area, in what radius from the facility? (f) What
provisions are to be carried from people's homes in case there is an
ordered evacuation? (g) If, as in the case of Chernobyl, the property is so
completely contaminated that people can never return, how would they
file for compensation? (h) Is LES covered under the Price Anderson
Act? (i) If so, how would each person receive per $1 of lost property? (j)
If not covered under Price-Anderson, how much would each person
recover, since NO Homeowners Insurance covers damages caused by
nuclear damages, either from accidents or from war? (k) If children are
in school, or separated from their parents, for any reason, how are
families to be reunited after an evacuation? I would like to add
additional questions : #6: If the aquifer is contaminated, what will be
the consequences? #7: What are your monitoring plans? #8: How will
your monitoring results be reported to the public? #9: Who is making
the profit from this facility. Names and amounts, please. This is the
benefit in the cost-benefit analysis. #10: Who pays the costs in the cost-
benefit analysis? What are these costs? Names and amounts, please.
These are questions that should be addressed in a public hearing, but
since many of us only travel through your area when we vacation, and
are not constant residents or property owners within your very limited
hearing boundries, this is our only opportunity to ask questions that the
general public has a right to expect answers to. I expect that others will
want to add their questions to this lists, and I respectfully request that
each person who ask further questions include all of the c.c.'s listed on
this request and that you respond to all listed both in the "To: " list and
the c.c. list. Respectfully submitted Jeannine Honicker
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